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Glossary of Terms 

A 

analysis A process of working with the data to describe, discuss, interpret, evaluate and explain the data 

in terms of the research questions or hypothesis of the research project 

association or associative relationship The belief that there is a relationship between two concepts, 

but not necessarily that the relationship is causal. 

atheoretical Refers to the absence of an underpinning theory or set of ideas. 

axial coding In Grounded Theory data analysis, this is the second stage of coding data, and involves 

relating codes to each other. 

B 

bivariate analysis The analysis of two variables together. 

C 

case study The study of a single entity, often a person, an organisation, a situation or a country, 

wherein the subject is explored in detail and great depth. 

causal relationship The assertion that a change in 'A' causes a change in 'B'. 

central tendency A statistical measure which summarises the data relating to one variable in one value, 

such as the mean, median or mode. 

chi-squared A test that can be used to assess whether the difference between the mean values of two 

samples is statistically significant. 

cluster sample A sample consisting of cases selected because of their proximity to one another. 

coding The process of 'marking' or identifying data for later analysis. 

cohort studies A type of longitudinal study which looks at a group of people of the same age and then 

gathers data about them at set points throughout their lives. 

comparative research A research strategy used to study two or more subjects, often countries or 

cultures. 

constructivism An ontological position which asserts that the social phenomena making up our social 

world are only real in the sense that they are constructed ideas which are continually being reviewed and 

reworked by those involved in them through social interaction and reflection. 

content analysis A technique for examining the categories that the data comprise and condensing them 

into fewer numbers so that they are easier to understand. 

control group In a research design, this is a group of people or materials that are the same as the 

experimental group in every way except the aspect of manipulation or change. 

correlation coefficient A statistic that provides a measure of the strength and direction of a 

relationship between two ratio variables. 

covert methods Methods of investigation in which participants are not aware that they are part of a 

research project, or are perhaps being observed in secret. 
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critical realism A position that prioritises identifying structures or mechanisms that result in inequality 

or injustice and thus offers the opportunity for social change by changing or negating the structural 

mechanisms that are identified as having these impacts. 

critical realist approach This usually means: collecting qualitative and/or quantitative data; revealing 

hidden structures and mechanisms; uncovering power relations and dominant ideologies; research that 

leads to action. 

cross-sectional research design This research design includes more than one case, collects data at 

one particular time, and includes within its research participants groups of people or cases that can be 

compared. 

cross-tabulation Presentation of data from two variables in one table, enabling the researcher to 

identify interesting similarities and differences within the data. 

D 

data A collection of facts (or other information, such as opinions or values) which can be analysed and 

from which conclusions can be drawn. 

data saturation The idea that that there are ways in which the researcher can be sure that 'enough' 

research has been done. 

degrees of freedom A statistical measure used with chi-squared tests to calculate statistical 

significance. 

discourse Text, either spoken or written, in any medium. 

discourse analysis A language-based or linguistic method of qualitative analysis. 

dissemination The process of spreading the news of research findings so that they become known to a 

wider audience. 

distribution An arrangement of the values of a variable showing their observed frequency of occurrence. 

documents Written records about people and things that are generated through the process of living. 

This includes things like film, audio tape or video, but excludes such things as oral histories. 

E 

electronic questionnaire A questionnaire that is designed by the researcher, and completed by the 

participant, via computer-mediated communication (CMC) 

epistemology The theory of knowledge and how we know things. 

ethics Ethics can be thought of as a set of rules by which individuals and societies maintain moral 

standards in their lives. 

ethnography A research strategy in which the researcher spends time (sometimes a number of years) 

immersed within the research context, seeing and hearing the data at first hand. 

experimental group In a research design, the group of people or materials that are manipulated or 

changed in some way. 

experimental research design This type of research assumes that the material or cases that are being 

studied can be manipulated by the researcher in some way so that some change or difference can be 

measured. 
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explanatory research Research that aims to explain why people experience or understand a social 

phenomenon in a particular way. 

exploratory research Research that aims to discover what participants perceive is important about the 

research topic. 

F 

filter questions Questions that are used to help people to find their own way through a questionnaire, 

and to select respondents according to whether a question is relevant to them. 

focus group A data collection method that usually brings together a group of between 5 and 13 people 

who have something in common, which is connected to the research topic, to take part in a discussion on 

that topic, which is facilitated by the researcher. 

frequency The number of times that each answer has been given, or that a particular outcome occurs. 

G 

generalisability A measure of research quality in which the researcher asks 'How far am I able to claim 

that the results or findings from my research are true for or relevant to the wider population or a 

different context?' (also known as transferability). 

Grounded Theory A systematic research approach in which theory is developed – or generated – from 

data. 

H 

hypothesis A proposal or statement that is intended to explain observations or facts; it can be thought 

of as an 'informed guess' about the social world that, if true, would explain the phenomenon being 

researched. 

I 

inductive approach A data collection and analysis approach that works with the data in the form it is 

observed, heard and recorded. 

informant interviews A type of interview in which the participant is in control of the interview, and is 

able to tell their own story, in their own way. 

informed consent Making sure that the people who are going to take part in the research understand 

what they are consenting to participate in. 

interpretivism An epistemological position that prioritises people's subjective interpretations and 

understandings of social phenomena and their own actions. 

interpretivist approach This usually means that qualitative data is collected, with a focus on how 

people interpret the social world and social phenomena and enabling different perspectives to be 

explored. 

interview A data collection method based around a conversation between two or more people. 

Interviews usually facilitate direct communication between two people, either face to face or at a distance 

via telephone or the internet and enable the interviewer to elicit information, feelings and opinions from 

the interviewee using questions and interactive dialogue. 

interview guide An agenda for an interview with additional notes and features to aid the researcher. 
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L 

life history approach A data collection method where participants are asked to tell their life story 

focusing on common events. 

longitudinal study A research design that enables the researcher to look at the same people or 

situations at key points in time and to consider how the changes over time have affected different groups 

of people. 

M 

macro theories Theories that attempt to cover all aspects of the social world in general terms (also 

known as grand theories). 

mean A statistical average calculated by totalling all the values and dividing by the number of cases. 

median A statistical average calculated by arranging all the values in a sample in numerical order, then 

noting the middle value of the distribution. 

memo A way of recording, thinking about and analysing data, or flagging a piece of data for later 

investigation. 

meso theories Middle-level theories relating to social phenomena usually found, such as organisations, 

institutions, community and family. 

micro theories Local theory relating to a specific area, group of people or aspect of the social world. 

mixed methods Methods that combine qualitative and quantitative methods in a way that is best for a 

specific research project. 

mode A statistical average calculated by noting the most common value in the distribution. 

multi-coded question A question that asks for more than one answer, and to which more than one 

variable is attached. 

multivariate analysis The analysis of three or more variables together. 

N 

narrative The depiction of a sequence of past events as they appear in present time to the narrator, 

after they have been processed, analysed and constructed into stories. 

natural sciences The study of the physical world and associated phenomena, including such disciplines 

as chemistry, physics, e. 

node The term used in the NVivo program to refer to codes. 

non-response This occurs wherever an invited participant declines to be involved in a research project, 

perhaps because they refuse, are ill or are inappropriate. 

normal distribution Data that is distributed symmetrically around the mean point in a 'bell shape'. 

O 

objectivism An ontological position which asserts that the social phenomena that make up our social 

world have an existence of their own, apart from and independent of the social actors (humans) who are 

involved. 
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observation (1) The collection of data through the use of human senses. (2) The act of watching social 

phenomena in the real world and recording events as they happen. In research, observation is usually 

divided into participant observation and simple observation. 

online social research The computer-mediated collection of data and typically adapts traditional data 

collection methods, for example, questionnaires, interviews, focus groups, etc., for use in an online 

virtual environment. 

open coding In Grounded Theory data analysis, this is the first stage of coding data, identifying and 

describing research phenomena, and assigning them appropriate names. 

open questions Questions that allow the respondent to answer the question in their own way. 

operational definitions Definitions that the researcher can work with and adapt to help to focus the 

research questions and to decide what data to gather to address those questions. 

overt methods Open methods of investigation in which participants are aware that they are part of your 

research. 

P 

paradigm A cluster of beliefs and dictates that for scientists in a particular discipline, influence what 

should be studied, how research should be done, how results should be interpreted and so on. 

participant interviews A type of interview in which the researcher is in control of the interview, asking 

a set of questions to which the research participant replies. 

participant observation A data collection method in which the researcher/observer achieves intimate 

knowledge of the group of people who are the subjects of the research, in the group's natural setting. 

peer review In academic settings, the process by which articles and papers are reviewed and selected 

for publication. 

pilot-test A trial run or an opportunity to try out a data collection method on a small sample of cases 

before the main research data gathering takes place; question wording, research participant 

understanding and data collection procedures can all be tried out and amended if necessary before the 

main research stage. 

plagiarism Presenting someone else's work as of it was your own; copying; failing to reference or 

otherwise attribute the origin. 

population In statistical terms, population refers to the total number of cases that can be included as 

research subjects. 

positivism An epistemological position which asserts that knowledge of a social phenomenon is based on 

what can be observed and recorded rather than subjective understandings. 

positivist approach This usually means that quantitative data is collected; aspects of the social world, 

social phenomena, are measured; causal relationships between different aspects of the social world are 

sought; and large data sets and statistical analysis are often used. 

primary data The data that a researcher gathers specifically for their own research. 

probability sample A sample that can be shown to be highly representative of the whole population – 

or all the potential cases – in terms of relevant criteria. 

prospective longitudinal studies Research studies that are initially designed to be longitudinal. 

purposive sample A sample of selected cases that will best enable the researcher to explore the 

research questions in depth. 
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Q 

qualitative research methods Methods that are primarily concerned with stories and accounts 

including subjective understandings, feelings, opinions and beliefs. 

quantitative research methods Methods that are primarily concerned with gathering and working with 

data that is structured and can be represented numerically. 

quartile One-quarter part of a sample or data set. 

quasi-experiment Literally, 'almost the same as an experiment' but lacking some of the attributes of an 

experiment. 

quasi-experimental research design A research design used in situations where two or more 

'naturally' different groups of participants or data can be identified, and one used as the control and the 

other as the experimental group. 

questionnaire (1) A set of questions each with a range of answers; (2) a format which enables 

standardised, relatively structured, data to be gathered about each of a (usually) large number of cases. 

quota sampling A sampling technique that selects a certain number, or quota, of cases, on the basis of 

their matching a number of criteria. 

R 

random controlled study A research design that divides the research participants into broad groups 

relating to age, gender or ethnicity or other characteristics that are relevant to the research topic, and 

then randomly allocates people to control and experimental groups. 

random sample A sample selected from a population where every case has an equal chance of being 

included in the sample and the composition of the sample cannot be predicted. 

raw data Data that has not been analysed in any way, but is presented in the form it was collected in. 

realism (1) An ontological position which asserts that the social world has a reality that is separate from 

the social actors involved in it, that can be known through the senses as well as the effects of 'hidden' 

structures and mechanisms. (2) An epistemological approach that asserts that knowledge of a social 

phenomenon is based on both what can be observed and recorded and 'hidden' structures and 

mechanisms whose effects can be observed. 

reflexive data The data produced by individuals themselves as they think about what they are doing, 

experiencing and feeling and try to understand their social reality. 

reliability A measure of research quality, meaning that another researcher would expect to obtain the 

same findings if they carried out the research in the same way, or the original researcher would expect to 

obtain the same findings if they tried again in the same way. 

replicability A measure of research quality, meaning that another researcher would expect to obtain the 

same findings if they carried out the research in the same way. 

representative sample A sample that has been selected in order to be representative of a wider 

population. 

research proposal A document that outlines what a research project is about, how it will be 

undertaken, why it is worthwhile, how long it will take, and why it should be funded. 

research quality The reliability, validity, credibility and ethical practice of a piece of research. 

research question The initial enquiry from which a research project develops. 
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research tool Something used to collect data, e.g. a questionnaire, the researcher her/himself or an 

interview schedule. 

retrospective longitudinal study A type of longitudinal study where data is available from the past, for 

example, where participants can be asked to provide data about their past experiences, or where records 

may be available. 

S 

sampling error The likely variation of the sample mean from the population mean. 

sampling frame A list of all the members of a population from which a sample may be drawn. 

scattergram A graph that plots two variables to show visually whether and how the variables may be 

related to each other. 

secondary data The data that a researcher uses which has already been produced by others. 

selective coding In Grounded Theory data analysis, this is the third and final stage of coding data, and 

is the process of choosing a central or 'core' category and then relating all the other codes, themes and 

categories to it. 

semi-structured Describes data, or a data collection method (such as an interview or questionnaire), in 

which questions and answers may vary in wording and length; answers to questions are often in the 

respondent's own words. 

simple observation A data collection method in which the researcher/observer is not part of the process 

that is being researched, but is an objective outsider. 

snowball sampling A sampling technique where members of an initial sample are asked to identify 

others with the same characteristics as them, who the researcher then contacts. 

social phenomenon Anything that influences or is influenced by human beings who interact with and 

are responsive to each other. 

social world The setting or cultural surroundings in which social research takes place. 

standard deviation A statistical measure of how values or cases are distributed around the mean value 

or case. 

statistical sampling The process of selecting a probability sample. 

statistical significance A measure of the probability that the relationships found in a sample will also 

be found in the wider population. 

statistics Data that is structured and can be counted or is already expressed in numerical terms. 

stratification A method of organising a population in order to improve the representativeness of a 

sample. 

stratified sample A sample that is selected to ensure that certain categories and groups of people and 

cases are included, proportionate to their presence in the population. 

structured Describes data, or a data collection method (such as an interview or questionnaire), in which 

the questions are the same for each participant, and typically there is a common set of answers for each 

question. 

subsidiary research questions These are questions that help you to specify more precisely the areas 

of the research topic that you will focus on. 
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T 

thematic analysis A process of working with raw data to identify and interpret key ideas or themes. 

theoretical framework The ideas and approaches to viewing and gathering knowledge, and which 

provide the basic ways of addressing a topic. 

theoretical memoing In Grounded Theory data analysis, 'the theorizing write-up of ideas about 

substantive codes and their theoretically coded relationships as they emerge during coding, collecting 

and analyzing data, and during memoing' (Glaser). 

theoretical sampling A sampling technique in which the initial cases are usually selected on a relatively 

unstructured basis: as 'theory' begins to emerge from the initial data, further cases are selected to 

explore and test the emerging theory; this continues until there is no new theory emerging and 

theoretical 'saturation' is reached. 

theory A set of ideas or related concepts that can be used to explain and understand an event, situation, 

social phenomena. 

topic guide A set of questions, key points or prompts to be included in a focus group or interview that 

helps the facilitator to remember the issues/questions to introduce; suggests ways of approaching topics 

and phrasing questions; reminds the facilitator to probe and follow up comments; includes an 

introduction and a way of ending; if you are holding more than one focus group or two or more 

facilitators are involved ensures that the same topics are covered in each group. 

transferability A measure of research quality in which the researcher asks 'How far am I able to claim 

that the results or findings from my research are true for or relevant to the wider population or a 

different context?' (also known as generalisability). 

transparent In a research context, this means that the research process and the decisions made by the 

researcher are recorded and available to others for scrutiny. 

triangulation A measure of research quality, meaning that if different types of data are collected to 

address the same research question, each set of data can be used to check the findings from the others. 

U 

unit The individual respondent or subject about whom a researcher collects data, for example countries, 

universities, families or individuals. 

unstructured Describes data, or a data collection method (such as an interview or questionnaire), in 

which questions and answers do not follow a guide or template. 

V 

validity A measure of research quality, meaning that the data we are planning to gather and work with 

to address our research questions is a close representation of the aspect of social reality we are studying. 

value statements Statements, usually from an individual, that are indications of each person's opinion 

where they are using their own judgement and criteria. 

variable An attribute or characteristic of cases (for example, individuals, organisations, objects or 

situations) which can vary from case to case. 
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